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better. On the other hand, strict adherence to this strategy can prevent one from

adjusting a system from its "out-of-the-box" default configuration into conformance

with known Best Practices.

A simple graphical analogy is that, in any complex space, navigating to optimal

points often requires movement along multiple coordinates. For example, one
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■ Interprocess Communication (IPC) Parameters

■ Asynchronous I/O (AIO)

■ VxFS Patch Level

■ VxFS Blocksize

■ Oracle SQL*Net TCP/IP vs. IPC

■ Oracle Trace

■ Oracle Online Redo Logs

■ Filesystem Buffering Options

■ Panic Dumps

■ /tmp and tmpfs

Discipline

The topic of discipline is not typical of the Best Practice topics that follow, but one

can say in a broad sense that discipline is a required practice for success - and that

all the rest may not matter much in an uncontrolled environment.

The Internet explosion has seen many young rapid-growth companies stumble for

lack of the kind of discipline long known in the mainframe or "glass house"

community. Suffering results from many causes including: inadequate architectures;

code that won’t scale; inadequate training; inadequate testing; unproven or missing

backup and recovery or disaster recovery processes; poor configuration management

and change control procedures; and inadequate contracts management.

The downside to discipline is, of course, cost - both in terms of time and money. As

they say though, you can "pay now or pay later".

Virtual Memory Management (VMM)

This topic is of such extreme importance, we will discuss it in a bit more detail than

most of the other topics.

Solaris OE kernel versions 2.5.1 and 2.6 (at recent patch levels1 ) and version 7

contain a new memory management algorithm known as priority paging which is

disabled by default. In the Solaris 8 OE kernel, priority paging is replaced by an even

better third-generation algorithm.

1. 103640-27 or later for 2.5.1, and 105181-10 or later for 2.6
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Prior to the Solaris 8 OE, we regard it as a Best Practice to always enable priority

paging, and also to set related VMM parameters according to a new strategy. In

particular, on large memory SMP systems, we routinely use these settings in /etc/
system :

These settings are quite different from those suggested by current books in print,

and require some explanation.

Especially in the case of large ERP backend database systems, sizing strategies aim

to accommodate all database shared memory and process pages in RAM, with

sufficient reserve allowed to accommodate transient memory demands and to

provide a suitably sized filesystem buffer cache.

Under the original Solaris 2.x OE kernel’s VMM strategy, it was all too common for

buffered filesystem activity to provoke undesirable paging activity. Since paging

statistics offered by vmstat have not historically segregated ’real paging’ from the

paging associated with filesystem I/O, it was historically difficult to distinguish

’good paging’ (filesystem I/O) from ’bad paging’ (process paging)2. With settings

along the lines shown above, so long as free memory remains comfortably greater

than lotsfree, one can infer that no ’bad paging’ is taking place. If in doubt, one can

monitor actual swap I/O rates by using iostat.

Preventing paging storms is of such extreme importance that we promote the above

settings even in cases where the database is operated against RAW disk! Otherwise,

utility operations such as backup and restore or ad-hoc system maintenance can

provoke paging which, in turn, can seriously impact service levels. In extreme cases,

systems can appear to become hung due to paging.

Potential downside effects from priority paging are few in number, but should be

carefully considered.

One perceived issue arises with priority paging because the implementation changes

the interpretation of the ’scan rate’ metric reported by vmstat. This can create the

illusion of a memory shortage problem. Therefore, scan rate alone cannot be used to

diagnose a memory shortage. When free memory remains greater than lotsfree, no

real paging is occurring, and applications are meeting expectations, there is no

memory shortage - regardless of the scan rate.3

set priority_paging=1

set fastscan=131072

set maxpgio=65536

2. This has been addressed by an enhanced vmstat command, available for the Solaris 7 OE, and includedwith
the Solaris 8 OE

3. This is not to say that more memory might not find good use!
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Some real issues have been identified related to priority paging. First, when data

files have an execute file mode enabled, and are accessed via the mmap(2) system

call4, their pages are treated with the same priority as process pages, which is

usually not desired. Second, pages associated with tmpfs filesystems (eg: /tmp ) are

also treated as having the same priority as process pages, which can have

undesirable effects. Third, when implementing priority paging, it is important to

remove settings which might have been part of an earlier tuning strategy, such as

elevated settings for lotsfree, desfree, or minfree tunables.

Additional information regarding priority paging is available via SunWorld™ online

articles written by Richard McDougall. SAP users can find much of this information

summarized in SAP OSS note 200057.

One can think of the new VMM tuning as enhancing the supply of free memory by

quickly returning memory to the free list. Some of the greatest demand on the VMM

system can come from buffered filesystem operations. Balancing this supply and

demand relationship can be key to improving system throughput and linearity

under intense loads.

Intimate Shared Memory (ISM)

Intimate Shared Memory is a feature of the Solaris OE kernel5 which improves the

performance of programs that use shared memory, and can also improve overall

system performance when many processes are accessing the same shared memory

(as with Oracle). With ISM, shared memory is mapped using large pages which are

locked in physical memory. The overhead of process context switches is thus greatly

reduced. The guarantee that ISM memory will not be paged improves Oracle’s

performance linearity under load6. By default, ISM is enabled both by Oracle and

by the Solaris OE kernel.

We regard as Best Practice that ISM should not be turned off without a very specific

reason. Under high loads, especially with high process counts, the cascaded

negative impact of disabling ISM can be severe. We have seen as much as 40%

overall performance degradation cascade from ISM being disabled7.

We know of three possible downside effects associated with the use of ISM. First, on

the Sun Enterprise™ 10000 Server (E10000) under the Solaris 2.6 OE kernel, a data

corruption issue was repaired with JKP-15. Second, also on the E10000, there have

been a series of issues regarding compatibility between ISM and Dynamic

4. Oracle does not use mmap on its data files

5. In the shmsys module

6. Oracle will quietly allocate non-ISM memory if sufficient ISM cannot be allocated. Performance can degrade
seriously if the Oracle SGA starts paging.

7. In that case, other Best Practices deviations were presentand contributed to that results
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Reconfiguration (DR) 8 operations. Finally, if too high a percentage of system
memory is allocated as ISM, other demands for RAM may be shortchanged. This,
however, is basically a system sizing and tuning issue.

On systems other than E10000 servers, we know of no recent problems with ISM
except that old /etc/system files from E10000 systems (with ISM disabled) have
sometimes been copied to these systems, thus compromising performance for no
concrete technical reason.

Interprocess Communication (IPC) Parameters
We regard it as a Best Practice to set many of the IPC tunable settings sufficiently
large to put them out of the way. Since these settings require a system reboot to take
effect, it can be important to set them such that service interruptions are not
necessary for this purpose. Avoiding reboots is a quite valid tuning goal.

When the System V IPC facilities were designed and deployed, prevailing system
memory sizes were quite small by todayÕs standards, and balancing the impact of
static kernel data structures on total memory was an important tuning goal. On
todayÕs large memory systems, the cost of very large IPC settings is usually
negligible. Indeed, some settings, such asSHMMAX
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Closing Remarks

The final technical topic discussed above (about limiting tmpfs VM usage) is actually

applicable to any and all Solaris OE systems, especially if they are mission critical.

With this in mind, one might implement a process to systematically avoid ever

experiencing excessive tmpfs VM consumption. Whatever that process might be, it

should also address all of the other topics discussed here, along with any others that

prove important to your business success. That takes us back to the first technical

topic discussed above - discipline.
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